Arming a Generation of Christian Kids to
Combat Evolution!
By Felice Gerwitz

Evolution is true just ask anyone.
 National and Local Museums
 National Science Standards
 Only evolution can be taught in public schools
 “Real” scientists all point to evolution as fact
 Facts are taught as evidence
 Words are used such fact
 Evolution has no flaws only incomplete data
 Unanswered Questions are ignored

Understanding the Real Reason
 Secular Evolutionists


Are atheist or agnostic



Fear Creationists






Want to eradicate the belief in God
Put down anyone who doesn’t agree as ignorant
Use fear tactics to polarize the public



Believe Creationists have no evidence



Lump Intelligent Design Movement with
Creation



Everything they can’t answer they ignore
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Reasons Christians Hold to Creation
 God Created the World
 The Answer is in the Bible
 Christians need not fear science
 The Bible does not “fit” into science or vice-

versa
 More and more scientific evidence points to a
Divine Creator
 Biblical Creationism is here to stay!

What are we up against?
 Anyone who opposes evolution is

Met with heated responses
Personal attacks
 Ridiculed



 Christians are despised
 Facts are fudged



Make false predictions work
Hard to argue with falsehood!

How can we arm our kids?
 Knowledge
 Reputable sources
 Facts
 Answers
 Research
 Investigation
 Fossil lack of evidence
 Learn the terminology and use it correctly
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Fundamentals
 Science does not prove
 Evolutionary data when tested rarely confirms the

hypothesis
 Darwin’s theory of evolution is false
 Darwin predicted the fossil record would verify his

theory—the fossils have not
 Biology does not fit evolutionary theory
 Life can not come from non-life
 However this is the latest mantra from noted scientist
like Richard Dawkins and Lawrence Krauss

More Fundamentals





False predictions are fixed
Theory of Evolution is very complicated
“Junk” DNA has been discredited
“Useless” organisms are useful


Vestigial organs in humans have purpose




Thymus gland
Appendix
Spleen, etc.

 Just saying the earth is millions or billions of

years old doesn’t mean it’s true

Problems with Darwin’s Theory
 Changes over time
 Millions or Billions of years can not cause change
 Changes must be beneficial or at least neutral
 Mutations tend to be deadly
 Dogs are still dogs
 There are “kinds” of animals
 Sterile hybrids can not reproduce
 A mule is a hybrid between a horse and donkey


Fossil record is lacking in transitional fossils
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False!

What do you do with this information
 Share truth with love
 Agree to disagree when needed
 Know the answers are in the Bible
 Know that God doesn’t lie. If the first BOOK

in the Bible isn’t true than what is?
 Arm yourself with the knowledge that God

has given us free will and we have a choice
to make>

What will you choose?

Creation Science Study Guides
Felice Gerwitz teams
with scientist and
homeschool mom, Jill
Whitlock
4-Book series with
accompanying
activity packs
Teach your children
truth! The Bible does
not lie!
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Truth Seekers Mystery Series
Mother –
Daughter
team
Christina and
Felice Gerwitz
Action,
Adventure,
Mystery,
Suspense,
Creation
Science!

Creation Science Classes
 Creation Science 6- Week Class
 Creation Astronomy 6-Week Class
 Ready to Download!
 Complete audio sessions with extensive handouts
 Based upon the Creation Study Guides!
 Coming in February!
 Creation Anatomy 6-Week Class


Sign up for the Media Angels eZine
to keep informed.
 http://www.MediaAngels.com
Don’t forget your Creation Expo Ticket!
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